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anti-Communist"., she had a better claim to generous U.S.
assistance than the UAR.42
The official policy of the U.S. government was, however, de-
fended by Assistant Secretary of State Frederick G. Dutton who
pointed out that "free world interests in the Near East were at
their greatest peril in the mid and late fifties when the United
States had no aid program to the UAR". This dangerous situation
had been gradually reversed by the policy followed by the Ken-
nedy Administration in the early sixties, and the capacity of the
United States to exert a constructive influence on a wide variety
of issues pertaining to the Middle East, while still limited, was
far greater in 1963 than at any time in the past.43 This, to a large
extent, was due to President Kennedy's ability in penetrating to
the heart of the complex problem of Israeli-Arab affairs and in
adopting a basically correct attitude to this problem — that of real
understanding and sympathy for both the Jewish and Arab
national liberation movements, without in any way placing one
against the other or accepting one of these movements' case at
the expense of the other. Kennedy understood the explosive po-
tential of the Arab-Israeli claims regarding Palestine and the dif-
ficulties involved in solving it by direct confrontation. He there-
fore maintained an attitude of strict impartiality in respect to it
Kennedy also showed great sensitivity to the internal problems
of the Middle Eastern countries. He addressed himself not ex-
clusively to the threat of communism, but also showed concern
about the people and states involved. He understood the ^neces-
sity of dealing with the reality of other people's situation using
28n., p. 8101.
35n., p. 20576. U.S. officials, as a matter of fact, came to be-
lieve during the Kennedy Administration that Arab friendship was a prime
requisite for American security in the Middle East, and they felt that an
open display of U.S. sympathy for Arab problems, stepped up aid and
similar overt acts would serve to win over the Arab states. Ibid., 28n.,
p. 22124.
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